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Light-Induced Surface Sliding of the Nematic Director in Liquid Crystals
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We report the effect of light-induced sliding of the nematic director over an isotropic boundary
surface in an azo-dye doped liquid-crystal cell. We show that illumination of the cell with polarized
laser light induces transient dynamic sliding followed by permanent reorientation of the director. The
two effects are in competition and tend to orient the director along mutually orthogonal directions. The
sliding can be controlled and even completely quenched by the amount of induced anchoring energy.
A physical model is proposed which accounts for the experimental results. [S0031-9007(99)08539-7]

PACS numbers: 42.70.Df, 61.30.Cz
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Light-induced anchoring and reorientation effects i
liquid crystals (LC) have been the subject of intens
research interests in recent years [1–10].

Optical reorientation was originally concerned with
light fields acting on the bulk of a liquid crystal cell,
the aligning surface determining only the boundary co
ditions in the reorientation process. Gibbonset al. [2,3]
recently demonstrated the surface-mediated alignment
nematic liquid crystals in a cell having one glass substra
spin coated with a photosensitive material. The ligh
induced transformation of the photosensitive molecul
coated over the surface results in the alignment of t
LC director perpendicular to the polarization of the im
pinging light. A different reorientation effect has been re
ported by Reznikov and co-workers [4,5]. They showe
that it is possible to get an easy-orientation axis ov
an isotropic polymer-coated surface as result of th
light-induced excitation of a small quantity of azo-dye
s,1%d in the bulk of a LC cell. Here, light absorp-
tion leads to a surface reorientation of the molecu
lar director towards a direction parallel to the excitin
polarization. After suitable illumination time, the light-
induced anchoring becomes strong enough to produce p
manent reorientation of the nematic director. This effe
has been exploited to record high-resolution intensity [
and polarization [7] holographic gratings in liquid crysta

These results stimulated an interest to investigate t
possibility of getting free surface sliding of the nemati
director under the control of the incident light. In the
paper of Marusiiet al. [8], the authors interpreted the
observed molecular reorientation close to the isotrop
control surface as an effect of director sliding. Howeve
the impossibility of changing the anchoring energy in the
experiment did not allow one to establish definitively th
actual nature of the phenomenon.

In this paper we report the first clear demonstration
the effect of molecular director sliding over an isotropi
surface endowed with very weak anchoring energy. W
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show that illumination with polarized laser light of an
azo-dye doped LC cell induces both a transient dynam
sliding and a permanent reorientation of the molecu
director. These two effects are regulated by differe
physical mechanisms and occur on different time scal
The key points of our experimental observations are (i)
a macroscopic scale, i.e., in the frame of the continuu
theory, free director sliding over an isotropic bounda
surface is possible, and (ii) this effect can be controll
and even completely quenched by the amount of anchor
energy induced on the surface.

The scheme of the experimental setup is shown in Fig.
The LC cell,20 mm thick, was filled by a photosensitive
mixture of 40-n-pentyl-4-cyanobiphenyl LC (5CB) and
azo-dye methyl red (MR) at a weight concentration
about 1%. The inner surfaces of the two glass substra
limiting the cell were coated by different layers. The refe
ence surfacesSrd consists of a mechanically rubbed poly
imide layer that provides strong homogeneous uniax
anchoring. The control surfacesScd is an untreated
isotropic layer of polyvinyl-cinnamate-fluoride (PVCN-F
providing a negligibly small azimuthal anchoring on th
second boundary. The rubbed surface originally impos
homogeneous planar alignment of the LC molecules
the cell.

The exciting polarized beam from He-Cd lasersl 
0.442 mm; P  1 mWd was focused on the cell from the
size of the control surface by the lensL1. The director
reorientation over this surface was detected by check
the polarization state of a He-Ne laser probe beamsl 
0.638 mm; P  0.1 mWd crossing the cell from the side
of the reference surface. The electric fieldEp of the probe
beam was set parallel to the initial director orientationn0,
and the signal transmitted through an analyzer crossed
it was detected. In this geometry, any rotation of th
molecular director (up to 90±) over the control surface
led to an increase of the transmitted signal. In fa
in our experimental conditions the Mauguin regime w
© 1999 The American Physical Society 1855
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FIG. 1. sAd Experimental setup: L1 and L2, lenses; BS, beam
splitter; ly2, half-wave plate; LC, liquid crystal cell; F, filter;
A, analyzer; P, photodetector; C, computer.sBd Detail of the
LC cell: Sc, control isotropic surface;Sr , reference rubbed
surface;e is the polarization vector of the incident lightfield.

realized and the fieldEp followed the directornszd
while propagating through the cell [9]. The intensityId

measured by the photodiode after the analyzer is th
given by the Malus law [10], i.e.,Id  I0 sin2 u, where
u is the angle betweennc  ns0d and n0, and I0 is the
intensity of the probe beam before the analyzer. At t
beginning of the experimentnc was parallel ton0 and
Id  0. Irradiation of the cell resulted in the appearanc
of a signal on the photodetector while the direction ofn0
over Sr did not change during illumination, as reveale
by analyzing the light-induced textures with a polarizin
microscope. Therefore, the appearance of a signal beh
the analyzer indicated that the orientation ofnc was
changed. The measurement ofId as a function of the
exposure time allowed us to study the kinetics of th
director reorientation at the control surface.

Figure 2 reports the dependence of the modulus of t
surface director reorientation angleu versus the timet of
exposure to the exciting light, when the anglea between
the incident polarizatione andn0 is set to 45±. The curve
exhibits an initial sharp rise, of the order of one-half
second, followed first by a decay to zero and then
a second slower rise, extending for a few minutes un
the limiting value of 45± is reached. The initial fast
rise indicates that, as a consequence of the irradiati
the directornc rotates away fromn0 toward a direction
perpendicular to the incident electric vectorE in the plane
of the isotropic surface. This behavior can be explain
in terms of a light-induced bulk torque which acts on th
LC molecules of the cell [4,11]. The torque is caused b
the reorientation of the dye molecules due to the tran
cis photoisomerization process occurring under irradiati
1856
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FIG. 2. Modulus of the surface director reorientation angleu
versus the exposure timet when a  45±. The inset shows
that juj vs t curves measured with different preilluminatio
times t0: sAd t0  0 s; sBd t0  10 s; sCd t0  20 s; sDd
t0  50 s; sEd t0  120 s; sFd t0  360 s.

in the absorption band of the dye [12]. Because of t
very small anchoring energy, the LC molecules over t
isotropic surface rotate quasifreely away fromn0 toward
a direction perpendicular to the exciting electric fiel
Because of the strong anchoring imposed by the rub
surface, this reorientation results in a twisted direc
configuration in the bulk. This effect is not permane
because the cell spontaneously recovers its initial pla
configuration after the exciting beam is switched off.

The behavior ofjustdj after the initial rise is a con-
sequence of the anisotropy induced by the light on
control surface, which results in the formation of an eas
orientation axis parallel to the exciting field [4,5]. Th
most probable mechanism responsible for this proc
seems to be the adsorption on the isotropic surface of
phototransformed MR molecules [5,6]. As the exposu
time increases, the director rotates over the control surf
toward the easy-orientation axise and finally reorients par-
allel to it. The consequent twisted director configuratio
which sets up in the cell is extremely stable: no change
the irradiated area was found after several months. Surf
reorientation of the LC director involves a continuous r
tation of the director towards the direction of the excitin
electric field, starting from the position reached after t
fast initial sliding. Accordingly, at firstu reduces cross-
ing the zero value when the directornc becomes parallel to
n0; then, after changing sign, it increases again up to 4±

(i.e., the angle betweenn0 and the incident polarizatione).
This interpretation of the experimental results in terms

a competition between sliding and capturing is confirm
by measurements in which the anchoring energy of
easy axis was varied by preillumination (PI) of the samp
before irradiation. The inset of Fig. 2 shows thejuj vs
t curves measured after preilluminating the sample
different PI timest0. Preillumination was achieved by
submitting the sample to an incident light field (from
He-Cd laser) parallel ton0. This induces an easy axi
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parallel ton0 whose anchoring energy increases witht0.
We point out that the sliding effect occurs also durin
the PI. However, being a transient phenomenon, it do
not affect either the easy axis direction or the surfa
anchoring energy. This behavior of the curves at sm
t0 is similar to that obtained att0  0. However, both
intensity and the extension of the fast rise associat
with sliding progressively reduce with increasingt0 and,
finally, this feature completely disappears whent0 becomes
larger thanø60 s. As shown by the inset of Fig. 2, the
time Dt corresponding tou  0 reduces with increasing
PI time. This behavior is explained by considering th
increasing the anchoring energy is equivalent to increas
the difficulty for the molecules to slide over the surfac
Then, a lower number of molecules slide out of the excitin
direction or smaller sliding angles are reached, both effe
contributing to reduce the output signal. Further increasi
of the anchoring energy leads to a progressive quench
of the sliding. The complete quenching is achieved f
PI times larger thanø60 s when only the reorientation
towards the exciting electric field is observed. Suc
reorientation becomes more and more difficult with furth
increases in anchoring energy, which is in agreement w
the curveF in Fig. 2.

A simple phenomenological model is proposed whic
accounts for the experimental observations. Two differe
mechanisms contribute to the director reorientation ov
the control surface: the bulk torque due to the photoi
duced reorientation of the MR molecules, which favors d
rector alignment perpendicular to the exciting polarizatio
and the surface torque associated with the adsorption of
MR molecules, which favors alignment parallel to the inc
dent polarization. The competition between these effe
controls the reorientation process. The total free energy
the system can be written as

F 
1
2 K

Z
fs= ? nd2 1 s= 3 nd2gdV

1 x
Z

sn ? ed2dV 2 w
Z

cssbd snc ? ld2db dS ,

(1)

where the three terms represent the elastic, the bu
reorientation, and the surface-reorientation contribution
respectively. In Eq. (1),K is the elastic constant of
the LC in the one constant approximation [9],n  nszd
is the director in the bulk,e is the unit vector of the
incident polarization,x sx . 0d is a quantity measuring
the strength of interaction between MR and LC molecule
l  scosb, sinb, 0d is the unit vector giving the local
easy axis direction for the surface director reorientatio
due to MR adsorption,cssbd is the anisotropic angular
distribution of the surface concentration of adsorbed M
molecules, andw sw . 0d is a quantity characterizing
the strength of interaction between LC and adsorbed M
molecules. We point out that the bulk torque is du
to the photoisomerization process and the consequ
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reorientation of the azo-dye molecules. Its effect is
reorientation of the LC molecules perpendicular toe and
then the associated free energy contribution is minimu
when n is orthogonal toe. The second term in Eq. (1)
just fulfills this requirement. On the other hand, the dire
optical torque of the light field on the LC molecule
can be neglected because of the small intensity u
in the experiments. We assume that the orientation
MR molecules close to the surface is random in thexy
plane [5] and also that their concentration within th
LC-PVCN interface is maintained constant by molecul
diffusion in the bulk. The rate of adsorptionPstd of a
dye molecule depends on the probability of excitation [1
and on the concentration of MR molecules near the cont
surface. It depends also on the overall concentrat
of already adsorbed dye molecules, as suggested by
self-gaining of the holographic gratings recorded wi
this technique [6]. Assuming a simple proportionalit
relation and considering that the optical transition mome
is parallel to the long molecular axis [12], the rate o
adsorptionPstd can be written as

Pstd  c0fa0 1 b0cs0stdgE2nksl1 ? ed2, (2)

where c0 is the volume concentration of MR,a0 and
b0 are proportionality constants,cs0std 

R
cssb, tddb is

the total concentration of adsorbed MR molecules,l1 
ssinw cosb, sinw sinb, coswd is the unit vector giving
the orientation of MR molecules in the interfacial regio
near the control surface,n is the quantum efficiency of
the adsorption process, andk is the absorption coefficient
along the dye molecular axis [5,10]. Because of the lo
dye concentration, guest-guest interactions are negligi
and k can be considered independent onc0. We note
also that the linear dependence ofPstd on cs0 is valid
only until saturation phenomena related to the adsorpt
process begin to operate. Accordingly, the model do
not describe the asymptotic behavior of the reorientati
process with increasing irradiation time. The probabili
for the adsorbed dye molecules to have orientationl on the
control surface is proportional to

R
Pst, w, bd sinw dw.

Within these assumptions and after integrating overw,
the kinetic equations forcs andcs0 are

dcssb, td
dt

 c0sa 1 bcs0stddE2nksl ? ed2,

dcs0std
dt

 c0sa 1 bcs0stddpE2nk ,
(3)

with a  4a0y3, b  4b0y3. The solution of the coupled
equations (3) with the initial conditioncssb, 0d  0
gives cssb, td  asbpd21fexpstytd 2 1g cos2sa 2 bd,
where t  sc0bpnE2kd21. If we preilluminate the
sample for a timet0 with light polarized parallel to the
x axis sa  0d and then irradiate the cell with light po-
larized at an anglea, the angular distribution of adsorbed
dye molecules at timet st . t0d becomes
1857
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cssb, a, tdt$t0  asbpd21hfexpst0ytd 2 1g cos2 b 1 fexpstytd 2 expst0ytdg cos2sa 2 bdj . (4)

Substituting Eq. (4) into the last integral of Eq. (1), one obtains the expression of surface free energy

FS  WShfexpst0ytd 2 1g cos2 u 1 fexpstytd 2 expst0ytdg cos2sa 2 udj , (5)
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where W  way2b and S is the area of the control
surface. According to Eq. (5), preillumination result
in the formation of an easy axis parallel tox and
characterized by anchoring energy density proportional
Wfexpst0ytd 2 1g, whereas the following exposure to th
exciting light produces an easy axis at an anglea, with
anchoring energy density proportional toWfexpstytd 2

expst0ytdg. This latter increases with time, and th
resulting easy axis direction turns fromn0 to e.

To get a solution in closed form, we restricted th
analysis to the limit of small reorientation angles an
assumed the light field in the cell to be constant. Th
validity of this assumption can be justified (as far as sm
reorientation angles are involved) on the basis of the resu
which we got with alternative approaches, such as t
solution of the Maxwell equations in the Mauguin limit o
the geometrical optics approximation. We also assum
that the bulk concentration of reoriented dye molecul
(i.e., oriented perpendicular to the light polarization) varie
with time as cy  cy0f1 2 exps2tyt1dg, where t1 ø
t and bothcy0 and t1 depend on the intensity of the
incident electric field. Finally, we limited our analysis
to the experimental geometry, i.e., we puta  py4.
Within these assumptions, minimization of the total fre
energy, linearization of the Euler-Lagrange equation, a
the solution with the appropriate boundary conditions ga

ust, t0d  2
x0cyL2

K
1

1 2 2j1st0d
2

j2st, t0d
1 2 2j1st0d

, (6)

wherej1st0d  2WLK21fexpst0ytd 2 1g andj2st, t0d 

FIG. 3. Thejuj vs t curve att0  10 s. The continuous line
is the best fit of Eq. (6) to the experimental datas1d. The inset
shows the dependence ofDt on the preillumination timet0: sdd
experiment;ssd theory. The theoretical points are calculate
using the best fit parameters obtained att0  10 s.
1858
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2WLK21fexpstytd 2 expst0ytdg are the anchoring pa-
rameters andx  x0cy.

Equation (6) provides a satisfactory reproduction of th
experimental results. The first term describes reorien
tion perpendicular to the light polarizationsu , 0d while
the second term describes reorientation towards the
citing polarization su . 0d; u  0 corresponds to the
mutual compensation of the bulk and surface torque
Figure 3 shows the best fit of Eq. (6) to the experime
tal data att0  10 s; the values of the fit parameter
are x0cy0L2yK  0.159, t1  0.522 s, t  51.356 s,
2WLyK  0.314. Similar good quality fits were obtained
for the other PI times, with only slight differences in th
fit parameters. By assuming a typical value of the ela
tic constant for nematics [9]K ø 10211 Nym and taking
L  20 mm, the valueW ø 1027 Jym2 is obtained for
the surface anchoring energy density, which is in agre
ment with previous determinations in similar LC cell
[5,7]. As shown in the inset of Fig. 3, Eq. (6) also re
produces the reduction ofDt with increasingt0. The dif-
ference in the slopes between the experimental and
theoretical curves could be due to secondary addition
effects, such as surface viscosity or irreversible chang
in the conformation of MR molecules, which have bee
neglected in our simple mode.

In conclusion, we have demonstrated the possibil
of light-induced free director sliding over an isotropi
boundary surface in liquid crystals. The additional po
sibility shown, of regulating the dose of the anchorin
energy under the control of the incident light, seems to
very attractive for all of those applications where the o
erational characteristics of the devices are determined
this quantity.
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